The problem of viruses interaction with their host cells keeps always its actuality because it includes such crucial problems as the development of lytic and persistent infections as well as the establishment of lysogeny in bacteriophages or of the analogous process of the viral genome integration into the eucaryotic host chromosome. The principal mechanisms of these processes and their consequences both for viruses and virus-infected cells are well studied and keep to be studied in a lot of systems. However, I would like to emphasize there are some phenomena in this field being almost absent or beyond priority research studies; these phenomena which might have been of the greatest value, both in theory and practice, include the development of resistant cells in the progeny of sensitive ones having survived the virus infection. In fact, this direction of scientific investigations confirmed mostly at the level of Iysogenic conversion in bacteria and of neoplastic transformation of eucaryotic cells was almost crossed out because of the attractive and convicting theory postulating the selection of spontaneous mutant forms [1 ] . Nobody has taken into consideration a possibility that some other parallel processes taking place in the infected cells in the course of the phage infection may accompany the incontestable process of the mutant forms selection. So during persistent infections or under some conditions favourable for the infectious process delay due to the cultivation parameters or to some mutations of the phage or of the cell genome the infected cell becomes the carrier of the replicating phage nucleic acid; such a situation being the best one for phage and cell genomes interactions at the level of their recombination. The conditions of the quick lytic infection promote, first of all, the spontaneous mutants selection while the delayed phage infection process may be thought to further the development of phage-induced mutations as a result of intimate phage and cell chromosomes interactions.
At one lime we elaborated successfully a simple approach permitting to achieve some conditions favourable for such interactions and for distinct separation of these two processes -spontaneous phage-resistant mutants selection and induction of such forms in the course of the phage infection. In the first case the research is made at the level of cell populations, in the second one it is reduced to the analysis of the progeny of the phage-infected susceptible cell, L e. to the investigation of a single cell formed colony.
Our first experiments concerning the induction of the phage resistance in Escherichia coli Hfr 3000 made using the phage MS2 [2 ] were preceded by our observation of this phage infected population accumulating very quickly the phage resistant forms. To determine whether such phage resistance is due to the preexistence of some resistant cells or it might have been interpreted as a result of some phage-ioduced changes, we elaborated our own approach to investigate the progeny of a wittingly susceptible cell having survived the phage infection. Such an approach gives us the right to exclude the problem of the primary resistant cells selection, such a possibility being already proved without any doubt. Instead of it we examine a situation where the population studied has been originated from a single susceptible phageinfected cell and plated on the solid medium to obtain separate bacterial colonies. Such infected cells, contrary to non-infected and resistant ones, form on the solid medium their characteristic colonies having a dense center and transparent wavy edges (see Fig. 1 ). Having sown the material from such colonies we detect they to contain about (I-2)-IO 9 plaqueforming units and about 1 · IO 8 bacteria. The forming of infective centers from the material sown from such a .vavv colony may occur due to the free phage: particles as well as to the cell carrying the phage progeny and having not been yet lysed. To analyze the progeny of such wavy colony concerning its aquired phage-resistance, the whole colony was at first transferred into the tube containing 10 ml of the liquid medium. We then prepared two subsequent ten-fold dilutions of resuspended cells using the same medium volumes, the anti-phage serum in the concentration ten-fold higher comparing to the working one was added to the last cell dilution. This mixture plated on the agarized nutrient medium formed about 100 colonies on a Petri dish. The anti-phage serum having been present in this mixture neutralized the free phage particles of the colony eliminating in such a way its selective action on the Petri dish. The colonies formed here were usually smooth ones with rare exceptions, 1-2 colonies among 500 ones having the remarkable wavy edges. Supposing such colonies to be formed by the susceptible infected cells we did The spontaneous development of the phage-resistant cell forms in the case of donor-specific phages may be caused by three types of events such as the sex factor loss by the cell, the F -phenocopies accumulation, and the appearance of the sex factor spontaneous mutations. The First event is a very rare one for all the Hfr cells [3, 4 | with the only exception of especially unstable clones; so we reserve the right to discuss our results without taking such a possibility into consideration. The absence of cell susceptibility to any donor-specific phage may be also due to the temporary cell state, the cell becoming an F~ phenocopy possessing the recepient behavior [51. However, having used the spot-test we obtained the phage contact with the growing cell population; the majority of its cells surpass the stage of F-pili formation assuring in such a way the infective phage cycle. We discuss at last the most popular phage-resistance type developing because of the receptor loss. The R-factor mutations leading to the MS2 resistance have been shown to occur with the frequency not higher than KT 7 [61 even after the nitrosoguanidme treatment and the selective medium use for the infected cells growth. Botln the R-and the F-factors are known to code the pili formation belonging to the same type, i. e. to contain the identical region [7] , it is possible to suppose the frequency of the spontaneous F-factor mutations influencing the phage-resistance is also not higher than IO 7 per cell per generation. With such mutations frequency the final quantity of mutants developed will not be higher than 10, the quantity of cells in a colony being about 110 s . This quantity is immeasurably low comparing to the yield of mutants obtained in our experiment-1.33 % (i. e. 1 • IO FT ) from I-IO k cells. It is completely clear such a quantity of mutants might not have been developed due to the spontaneous mutations selection and the infected cells death. The number of the last ones is negligible, not higher than (1-2) 10" ((0.01-0.02) · 10*) according to the plaque-forming units quantity in an infected wavy colony (0-2)· 10") and the average viable particles yield per cell (1-IO 3 ) [8, 9] .
So having used the model of the RNA-contairiing MS2 phage we have demonstrated that during the prolonged coexistence of the phage and the infected bacterium the phage resistance marker may be both selected and induced by the phage itself. We first supposed our MS2-resistant E. coli strains to possess no F-pili. Such a hypothesis has not been, however, confirmed by electron microscopic investigation. In the photos sex-pili are seen carrying adsorbed phage particles (Fig. 2) . This adsorption detected under the electron microscope is perhaps of transient character, the infection being unrealized in this system because of phage RNA being incapable of penetrating the cell. Later we have also proved the mechanism of such induction consists of the direct interaction between the phage RNA and F-factor's DNA coding the adsorption receptors of the donor-specific phages on sensitive cells surface [10, 11 1. A similar situation may develop not only with the MS2 phage, but also with other ones under the analogous living conditions in the course of infection. In our experiments with the phage Pl7 persistently infecting E. coli M17 and with the phage A-vir and its host, E. coli C600 we have used the same approachthe forming of so-called infective center from a single phage-infected susceptible bacterial cell. It was not difficult with the first system mentioned here, the infected cell plated on the solid medium having formed a rather dense colony of irregular shape (see Fig. 3 ). While working with the highly virulent phage A-vir the infected cell is usually lysed or it forms very minute semi-transparent colonies with the very irregular edges. It is possible to inhibit the lysis of any infected cells on the agarized medium having changed the living conditions of bacteria, such as, for According to our results obtained iri these experiments, the replication of the DNA-containing phages under the inhibited growth conditions leads to the development of resistant forms, their yield being some more higher -about 16-20 %. The bacterial mutants appeared in such case keep firmly the aquired phage-resistance marker without any Free phage production, so their development is not accompanied with the formation of any persistent cell system. The most probable interpretation is that in this system, similar to the system formed by the MS2 phage the phage-resistance development takes place at the level of the phage nucleic acid and the cellular DNA interactions; however, due to the participation of the DNA-containing sequences in this process, the genetic recombination may be the simplest result of such interaction. The DNA mutagenic has been proved in a lot of experiments [12] [13] [14] , so the results obtained with the bacteriophages tested may be interpreted taking into account also this point of view. The investigation of this problem on the level of a single sensitive cell instead of the cell population completes the theory of spontaneous mutations selection by some selective factors; it may be useful for the further study of 1he adaptive evolution theory, a scientific field becoming more and more significant and popular during this last decade 115]. The existence of mechanisms assuring the cell infection postulates also the development of some other ones to assure the cell population defense from the infective agent, such a defense being not restricted and due only to the spontaneous mutations selection. Our experimental approach described in this communication permits also to verify the inducible origin of the cellular phage resistance by the investigation of obtained mutants markers using some molecular biological techniques.
The use and development of the approach proposed here is also promising from the biotechnological point of view assuring a completely new protocol permitting to obtain a lot of phage-resistant mutations changing no other cell markers including also the useful ones but the receptor markers only. .The phagolysis problem is known to present one time and mother many serious biotechnological complications, the development of the approach to solve this important problem being of the great scientific and practical value.
